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Silver, Michael A., David Ress, and David J. Heeger. Neural
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J Neurophysiol 97: 229 –237, 2007. First published September 13,
2006; doi:10.1152/jn.00677.2006. Attention is thought to enhance
perceptual performance at attended locations through top-down attention signals that modulate activity in visual cortex. Here, we show that
activity in early visual cortex is sustained during maintenance of
attention in the absence of visual stimulation. We used functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure activity in visual
cortex while human subjects performed a visual detection task in
which a variable-duration delay period preceded target presentation.
Portions of cortical areas V1, V2, and V3 representing the attended
part of the visual field exhibited sustained increases in activity
throughout the delay period. Portions of these cortical areas representing peripheral, unattended parts of the visual field displayed
sustained decreases in activity. The data were well fit by a model that
assumed the sustained neural activity was constant in amplitude over
a time period equal to that of the actual delay period for each trial.
These results demonstrate that sustained attention responses are
present in early visual cortex (including primary visual cortex), in the
absence of a visual stimulus, and that these responses correlate with
the allocation of visuospatial attention in both the spatial and temporal
domains.

Following a cue to shift attention to a particular location,
attention can be voluntarily maintained at that location, even in
the absence of visual stimulation. Previous work in our laboratory demonstrated a large increase in activity in early visual
cortical areas (including primary visual cortex, V1) in the
absence of a visual stimulus, evoked by the presentation of an
auditory cue that signaled the beginning of each trial of a
contrast detection task (Ress et al. 2000). However, the temporal proximity of cue and target presentation made it impossible to measure the time course of this activity. Sustained
spatial attention signals in the absence of visual stimulation
were previously reported using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) in human visual cortical areas V1, V2, V4, and
TEO (Kastner et al. 1999), and similar sustained cue-related
attention signals were described in extrastriate cortical areas
V2, V3, and V4 (Hopfinger et al. 2000). However, other fMRI
studies found only transient cue-related activity in human
visual cortical areas such as MT!, lateral occipital (LO)
cortex, and anterior fusiform (Corbetta et al. 2000, 2002;
Shulman et al. 1999). Notably, all of the above studies dem-

onstrated sustained cue-related signals in attention control
areas in parietal and frontal cortex (see also Bisley and Goldberg 2003; Colby et al. 1996). The studies differ mainly in their
descriptions of the time courses of activity in visual cortical
areas, which are presumably the recipients of top-down spatial
attention signals from parietal and frontal cortex (reviewed in
Corbetta and Shulman 2002).
Electrophysiological studies in monkey primary visual cortex demonstrated attentional modulation of visual responses
(McAdams and Maunsell 1999; McAdams and Reid 2005;
Mehta et al. 2000; Motter 1993). However, sustained attention
responses in the absence of visual stimulation (increases in
baseline activity) were previously reported only in extrastriate
cortex (Haenny et al. 1988; Luck et al. 1997; Reynolds et al.
1999), not in cortical area V1 (Luck et al. 1997; Mehta et al.
2000).
Given the heterogeneous results in the literature regarding
the time courses of endogenous attention signals in visual
cortex, it is important to replicate and extend the findings of
Kastner et al. (1999) to more completely characterize the
temporal properties of these signals. Of particular importance
is the replication and characterization of sustained activity in
human primary visual cortex (V1); there is only one report of
sustained V1 activity in the absence of visual stimulation
(Kastner et al. 1999), and it was found in only two of five
individual subjects. A detailed description of the time courses
of visual cortical spatial attention signals is necessary to
understand the functions of early visual cortical areas and the
roles they play in the enhancement of visual perception by
endogenous spatial attention (Bashinski and Bacharach 1980;
Posner et al. 1980).
Previous neuroimaging studies of cue-related attention signals used a limited range of cue–target intervals. This design
made it difficult to unambiguously assess whether attention
signals are transient or sustained because if subjects know in
advance when the target will be presented, they can detect or
discriminate the target without maintaining attention continuously throughout the cue–target interval. In addition, the sluggishness and intersubject variability of the hemodynamic response (Aguirre et al. 1998) complicated interpretation of the
time courses of the attention signals when a small range of
cue–target intervals was used.
In the experiments described here, the delay period between
cue and target presentation was fully randomized over a large
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range to determine whether early visual cortex is involved in
the maintenance of attention for the entire duration of the trial
or whether it responds only transiently at the beginning of each
trial (e.g., in direct response to the attentional cue, to the
expectancy of a target when it is known to immediately follow
the cue, or to the shifting of attention as directed by the cue).
We used fMRI and a visual detection task with a variableduration delay period to examine the time course of attentionrelated activity in early visual cortex of humans during sustained attention in the absence of visual stimulation. fMRI
responses within the portions of V1, V2, and V3 representing
the attended part of the visual field increased when attention
was deployed, and these responses were maintained for the
duration of the delay period. In contrast, a sustained decrease
in fMRI responses was observed in peripheral portions of early
visual cortex representing unattended visual field locations. A
model in which attention-related activity was maintained at a
constant level throughout the delay period described the measured fMRI time courses very well. Thus our results clearly
indicate that sustained activity in early visual cortex is correlated with the maintenance of visual spatial attention.
METHODS

Subjects
Four healthy subjects participated in the study, all of whom had
extensive experience as subjects in psychophysical and fMRI experiments. Two of the participants were also authors of the study
(subjects MAS and DBR). All subjects provided written consent, and
the experiments were carried out in compliance with safety guidelines
for MR research. The experimental protocol was approved by the
human subjects Institutional Review Board of Stanford University.

Visual detection task
The visual target was a plaid annulus with inner diameter 1.5 and
outer diameter 4.5° of visual angle (Fig. 1). The spatial frequency of
the component sinusoidal gratings was 1 cycle/deg, and the target was
presented for 250 ms. The target contrast was ramped on and off
smoothly (contrast modulated by one-half cycle of a 2-Hz temporal
sinusoid). The target contrast varied across subjects and corresponded

FIG. 1. Visual detection task. Each trial began with an auditory cue that
was followed by a delay period of variable duration. On approximately half of
the trials, a target was presented after the delay period. One second later, a
second auditory cue instructed the subjects to respond whether they had
perceived a target. A long intertrial interval allowed the hemodynamics to
return to baseline before the beginning of the subsequent trial.
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to individual detection thresholds as determined by extensive behavioral testing (before fMRI scanning commenced). For fMRI experiments, stimuli were presented on a flat-panel LCD monitor (Multi
Sync 2000; NEC, Itasca, IL) that was encased in a Faraday cage with
an electrically conductive glass front window. The mean luminance of
the monitor was 30 cd/m2 and the size of the screen was 40 " 30 cm.
The monitor was viewed with an angled mirror positioned above the
subject’s eyes, and the viewing distance was 304 cm. The attended
annulus occupied roughly 90% of the monitor screen in the vertical
dimension.
Each trial began with a brief auditory stimulus (50 ms in duration;
linear frequency sweep from 800 to 1,000 Hz). This was followed by
a variable 2- to 16-s delay period. The delay-period duration was fully
randomized to prevent subjects from using the sounds generated by
the MR scanner to predict when the target might be shown. On
approximately half of the trials, the target was presented at the end of
the delay period and the screen remained a uniform gray for the
remaining trials. A second auditory stimulus (60 ms; frequency sweep
from 3,000 to 1,800 Hz) instructed the subject to report whether the
target had been shown or not. A 1-s interval was inserted between the
detection period and response period to allow any visual iconic
memory or visual aftereffects of target presentation to dissipate. Thus,
subjects were required to maintain attention during the delay period to
correctly detect the target, and they could not simply report their
current perceptual state when prompted to generate a behavioral
response. It is well established that allocation of endogenous spatial
attention following a cue reduces behavioral thresholds for detecting
low-contrast targets (e.g., Bashinski and Bacharach 1980).
During behavioral training sessions subjects received auditory feedback (distinctive sounds) after each trial that informed them whether
the response was correct or incorrect. This feedback was not provided
during fMRI experiments. Each trial was followed by a long (18-s)
intertrial interval to allow the hemodynamics to return to baseline
before the initiation of the subsequent trial. Experimental sessions
typically included ten approximately 5-min runs, corresponding to a
total of about 70 trials of the sustained attention task. The stimulus
protocol was written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA)
using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard 1997; Pelli
1997).
A 0.125° square fixation point was presented continuously to
encourage stable eye position, but we did not have the capability of
measuring eye movements in the MR scanner when these experiments
were performed. Although eye position was not monitored in the
present study, all of the subjects in this study also participated in
another study involving covert attention in which eye position was
measured in the scanner (Silver et al. 2005). In that study, subjects
were cued to attend to a single peripheral location, and they performed
a visual-detection task at that location. Subjects showed only a very
slight bias in eye position toward the cued location (Silver et al. 2005).
The present study, by comparison, cued subjects to attend to an
annulus surrounding the fixation point, making it much easier for
subjects to maintain fixation. Furthermore, the results of a previously
reported control experiment (Ress et al. 2000) demonstrated that the
best performance was obtained when the eyes were held steady on the
fixation point. In this control experiment, the delay period duration
was fixed at 1 s, the plaid annulus (3° inner radius, 6° outer radius,
spatial frequency of component gratings of 0.5 cycle/deg, 0.75-s
duration, 4-Hz contrast-reversing) was slightly different from that
used in the sustained attention experiment (stimulus parameters listed
above), and subjects were instructed either to hold central fixation or
to move their eyes to the target annulus on each trial.

fMRI data acquisition
fMRI experiments were conducted using a 3-Tesla General Electric
Signa LX scanner (Milwaukee, WI). A custom-designed surface coil
(NMSC-002-TR-3GE transmit–receive coil, Nova Medical, Wake-
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field, MA) was used to improve contrast-to-noise ratio in occipital
cortex. A time series of fMRI volumes was acquired using a two-shot,
spiral-trajectory, gradient-recalled-echo pulse sequence (Glover 1999;
Glover and Lai 1998). Other scan parameters were as follows: echo
time (TE) # 30 ms, repetition time (TR) # 0.75 s, field of view
(FOV) # 220 mm. The effective in plane pixel size ranged from 2.2 "
2.2 to 3.5 " 3.5 mm, the number of slices was either 12 or 15, and the
slice thickness was either 3.5 or 4 mm.
In addition to the functional images, every scanning session included the acquisition of T1-weighted anatomical images, coplanar
with the functional images. These were aligned to a high-resolution
whole-brain anatomical volume for each subject using custom software (Nestares and Heeger 2000), so that the functional data from a
given subject could be combined across multiple scanning sessions.
The whole-brain anatomical volumes were T1-weighted to emphasize
contrast between gray and white matter and acquired with a birdcagestyle head coil on a 1.5-Tesla GE Signa LX scanner using an
inversion-recovery prepared three-dimensional (3-D) SPGR (spoiled
gradient echo) pulse sequence.

fMRI data preprocessing
Each fMRI run began with a dummy trial in which the delay-period
duration was always 2 s. Results from these trials were not included
in the behavioral analysis, and the fMRI data acquired during these
trials (corresponding to 14 frames, or 21 s) were discarded to remove
artifacts due to incomplete magnetic saturation and to allow the
hemodynamics to attain a steady-state baseline. Head movements in
the remaining frames were corrected using a 3-D image registration
algorithm (MCFLIRT; Jenkinson et al. 2002). The time series at each
voxel (volume picture element) were then high-pass filtered to remove
low-frequency noise and slow drift (Smith et al. 1999; Zarahn et al.
1997). Finally, each voxel’s time series was divided by its mean
intensity to convert the data from arbitrary image intensity units to
percentage signal modulation and to compensate for the decrease in
mean image intensity as a function of distance from the receive coil.

Definition of regions of interest (ROIs)
The boundaries of early visual areas V1, V2, and V3 were defined
using well-established retinotopic mapping methods (DeYoe et al.
1996; Engel et al. 1994, 1997; Sereno et al. 1995). A liquid crystal
display (LCD) projector was used to present visual stimuli for the
retinotopic mapping experiments. The projector’s field of view (FOV)
was about 40 " 40° of visual angle, much larger than the nearly 5 "
7° FOV for the LCD monitor in the visual-detection task. Each visual
area was then restricted based on fMRI responses from a visual
localizer experiment, in which subjects passively viewed a visual
stimulus in a peripheral annulus around the fixation point (same size
and shape as the visual target in the sustained attention experiments).
The annulus was a checkerboard (100% contrast, 3 cycles/deg, 4-Hz
contrast reversal) presented for blocks of 9 s in alternation with 9-s
blocks of a uniform gray field. The fMRI data obtained during these
localizer experiments were preprocessed as described above. A sinusoid with the same period as that of the block alternation was fit to the
time series from each voxel, and the coherence and phase of the
best-fitting sinusoid were computed (Bandettini et al. 1993; Engel et
al. 1997). The ROIs for each visual area were then restricted based on
response phase (latency) in the localizer experiment. These phases had
a bimodal distribution. One set of voxels was activated by the visual
stimulus and represented the portion of the visual field corresponding
to the stimulus, and the other set was 180° out of phase with the
stimulus and represented regions of the visual field more central or
more peripheral than the stimulus annulus. The ROIs were therefore
restricted to include only voxels that responded to the visual stimulus
with an increase in blood oxygenation level– dependent (BOLD)
signal.
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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Finally, a series of coherence threshold values were chosen (ranging from 0.3 to 0.9), and the value that minimized the mean variance
of the binned time series in the detection task (e.g., as shown in Fig.
2) was selected. The coherence threshold values for each subject and
each ROI were independently selected for every fMRI session. Only
voxels exceeding this coherence threshold in the localizer experiment
were included in the ROIs. By using the variance of the measured
responses during the sustained attention experiments as the dependent
variable in setting the coherence thresholds, we were able to avoid
resorting to arbitrary criteria for the choice of statistical threshold.
Note that there is no reason to believe that this procedure for refining
the ROIs systematically biased the results to favor sustained time
courses. In fact, voxels with transient attention signals are likely to
have relatively less variance than that of voxels with sustained signals
because the transient responses would be time-locked to the onset of
attention. Variance was measured for fMRI time series that were
binned (3.5-s bins) and aligned at the beginning of the delay period (as
displayed in Fig. 2). Therefore the transient signal will occur at the
same time for all time series within a bin. The sustained signal, on the
other hand, will have relatively more variance because the average
time course in a given bin will combine time series with heterogeneous durations. We examined binned time courses from the detection
task over the full range of coherence thresholds (0.3– 0.9) and found
clear evidence for sustained activity over the entire range of coherence
thresholds for subjects MAS, DBR, and RAS. However, reducing the
variance by this method of ROI definition facilitated quantitative
modeling of the time courses.
Regions of interest corresponding to peripheral, unattended portions of V1, V2, and V3 were also defined. These ROIs were the most
eccentric portions of each visual area defined with the retinotopic
mapping procedure and corresponded to an annular region with
diameter centered about an eccentricity of about 20° of visual angle.
The annular width of each ROI was chosen to match the volume of the
corresponding attended region—specifically, the number of voxels in
the attended portion of a given cortical area was equal to the number
of voxels in the peripheral unattended portion of that area for each
subject. The ROIs corresponding to the attended and unattended
visual field representations did not overlap for any of the visual areas.
Finally, we defined ROIs corresponding to the central, foveal
regions of early visual cortex. The cortical representation of these
central eccentricities is an area on the cortical surface where areas V1,
V2d, V2v, V3d, and V3v all converge (the foveal confluence). It is
difficult to accurately assign voxels to one of these areas when the
cortical representations are so small. In addition, the inner radius of
the annulus used in our attention experiments was 0.75°, leaving only
a very small portion of cortex that represented the circular region
within the annulus. Consequently, the foveal ROIs were not subdivided by visual area and were smaller than the ROIs corresponding to
the target annulus and periphery.

Estimation of sustained neural activity
The data from the main (sustained attention) experiment were
analyzed, separately for each subject and each ROI, to estimate the
amplitude of the sustained activity for each trial. This was done by
adopting a model of the underlying neural activity and a model of the
hemodynamics. Neural activity was modeled as a step function that
had a value of zero during the intertrial interval and a value of one
throughout each trial. Specifically, the onset of activity in the model
was coincident with the auditory stimulus at the beginning of each
trial, and the activity was assumed to be maintained at a constant level
until the end of the behavioral response period (Fig. 1). In addition, a
positive transient response (200-ms duration) was included in the
model at the end of the behavioral response period. This “offresponse” was previously described as a transient response associated
with the termination of a sustained state of readiness (Shulman et al.
2002) or with transitions between task components (Jack et al. 2006).
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FIG. 2. Sustained delay-period activity in
early visual cortex (example data from two
subjects). Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) responses were aligned at
the beginning of each trial and binned into
four groups (magenta, green, cyan, black
curves) based on delay-period duration. A
and C: fMRI responses in a subregion of
early visual cortex corresponding to the attended portion of visual field. Response increases were time-locked to the beginning of
the delay period, but they returned to baseline at different times depending on the delay-period duration. B and D: peripheral,
unattended portion of visual field. Activity
decreased during the delay period, but the
durations of sustained decreases in activity
were also a function of delay-period
duration.

In the current task design, a number of components of the trial
occurred near the end of the delay period, including target presentation (on 50% of the trials), perceptual judgment, the offset of sustained attention, and the execution of a motor response. Because all of
these events occurred within a brief temporal window (Fig. 1), they
could not be resolved with fMRI. Therefore, although the off-response
was clearly a component of the fMRI time courses, the task design
used in the present study was not well suited for investigating its
function. As a result, the off-response was included as a parameter in
the model but was not studied further.
The model neural activity time course was convolved with a
canonical hemodynamic response function, as defined in the SPM99
software package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm99/).
The model time series were also highpass filtered exactly like the
measured time series. The amplitudes of the sustained delay-period
activity and the off-response were estimated for each trial by minimizing the mean-squared difference between the modeled and measured time series.

Subjects practiced the detection task for several hours over
several days before participating in fMRI experiments. This
allowed them to reach asymptotic levels of behavioral performance that, in turn, allowed a precise estimation of their
detection thresholds. In addition, subjects developed an internal representation of the size, shape, and appearance of the
target. Therefore, during the delay period, they were able to
allocate attention to the annular region of the visual field where
the target could appear, even though there was no visual
information provided during this time to indicate the target
location.
Subregions of cortical areas V1, V2, and V3 that corresponded retinotopically to the attended portion of the visual
field exhibited sustained delay-period activity (Fig. 2, A and C,
1. Behavioral performance of subjects in the visual
detection task

TABLE

RESULTS

Subjects performed a visual detection task in which the
target was a plaid annulus centered around a fixation point
(Fig. 1). The contrast of the target corresponded to the detection threshold that had been determined individually for each
subject (Table 1). Each trial began with an auditory beep that
indicated to the subjects that the target could be presented at
some point during the subsequent 2- to 16-s interval. A second
auditory beep was presented that indicated that the delay period
had ended and instructed the subjects to report with a button
press whether the target had been shown or not. Because the
durations of the delay period were fully randomized, subjects
had to continuously maintain attention throughout the delay
period.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

Subject
MAS
DBR
RAS
JM

Contrast
Range, %

%
Correct

d$

Response
Bias

1.4–1.5
1.5
1.5
1.9–2.1

76
64
74
75

1.45
0.81
1.29
2.01

0.11
0.48
0.16
0.83

Contrast range is the range of stimulus contrasts used during the scanning
sessions. A threshold contrast was selected for each subject, before scanning,
based on extensive behavioral testing. Occasionally, this contrast was adjusted
during a scanning session if performance was too high or too low, resulting in
a range of contrasts for some subjects. Response bias is defined as
1⁄2%z&hit rate' ! z& false alarm rate'(, where z represents the z-transformation,
or the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution function (Macmillan and
Creelman 2005). Response bias is greater than zero when subjects are more
likely to respond “target absent” than “target present.”
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and Supplemental Fig. 1, A and C1) in three of four subjects.
Each fMRI time series was segmented into individual trials.
These were sorted into one of four bins based on the duration
of the delay period. The initial portions of the fMRI response
time courses were similar for all delay periods, with a short
(about 4-s) hemodynamic latency consistent with a prompt
deployment of attention in response to the auditory cue. However, the later portions of the time series indicated sustained
cortical activity, and the duration of this sustained activity was
positively correlated with delay-period duration. This phenomenon was observed in cortical areas V1, V2, and V3. Because
the bins differed only in the duration of a delay period that
contained no visual stimulation, it is likely that these sustained
responses were associated with the maintenance of attention
required to perform the visual detection task.
Portions of visual cortex, by contrast, that corresponded to
peripheral unattended visual field locations exhibited sustained
decreases in fMRI activity during the delay period (Fig. 2, B
and D, and Supplemental Fig. 1, B and D) in all four subjects.
This result indicates that attention has two retinotopically
specific effects in early visual cortex: increased activity in
cortical regions corresponding to the attended stimulus and
decreased activity in regions representing unattended visual
field locations. Additionally, ROIs corresponding to the foveal
confluence were defined. These cortical regions represented
unattended central visual field locations within the inner
boundary of the attended annulus. In contrast to the sustained
responses observed in cortical regions representing the location
of the stimulus annulus, there was little evidence for sustained
activity in the foveal confluence (Supplemental Fig. 2). The
retinotopic specificity of the attention effects provides evidence
against explanations based on eye movements, arousal, or other
global, nonspatially selective processes.
To quantify these results, we estimated the amplitude and
duration of the sustained activity from the fMRI measurements
by adopting a model of the underlying neural activity and a
model of the hemodynamic response. We modeled sustained
neural activity in early visual cortex with a step function that
started at the beginning of the trial (coincident with the auditory tone that initiated the trials) and persisted with a constant
amplitude until the end of the response period. This step
function was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (see METHODS) to generate an estimate of the
time course of the BOLD signal. The amplitude of the sustained delay-period response that provided the best fit of the
observed time courses was computed. The trials were sorted
into six bins, and the average measured time course was plotted
along with the estimated time course based on the model
(Supplemental Fig. 3). The fits were very good for three of four
1

The online version of this article contains supplemental data.
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subjects, indicating that the model, in which attention was
simply switched on and maintained at a constant level until a
response was made, effectively described the time course of
the measured cortical activity.
The estimated delay-period response amplitudes, in cortical
regions corresponding retinotopically to the attended portion of
the visual field, were significantly greater than zero in the
attended portions of V1, V2, and V3, for three of four subjects
(Fig. 3). Although there are only three subjects in this study
that exhibited sustained delay-period activity in early visual
cortex, similar results were obtained with a nearly identical
experimental protocol in four additional subjects (Offen et al.
2005).
In contrast to the increases in activity in attended portions of
early visual cortex in three of four subjects, all subjects
displayed significant response decreases in peripheral, unattended portions of V1, V2, and V3 (Fig. 3). A reduction of
activity in unattended visual cortex was previously observed in
neuroimaging studies of attention (Müller and Kleinschmidt
2004; Slotnick et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2000; Somers et al.
1999; Tootell et al. 1998). Mean estimated amplitudes for the
foveal confluence ROIs were )0.27 * 0.68% BOLD for
subject MAS, 0.01 * 0.08 for subject RAS, and 0.36 * 0.09
for subject DBR. These amplitudes were not significantly
different from zero for MAS and RAS, but they were for DBR
(P + 10)4). However, DBR’s amplitude in the foveal confluence was smaller than that in the attended portions of V1, V2,
and V3 (0.36% BOLD vs. 0.66, 0.54, and 0.57, respectively).
The amplitude of sustained attention signals was equivalent
in areas V1, V2, and V3, and this was true for both attended
and peripheral unattended portions. ANOVA with subject and
cortical area as main factors was performed separately for
attended and peripheral unattended portions of early visual
cortex. For attended portions, there was a significant effect of
subject (P + 0.005) but not for cortical area (P # 0.5). For
peripheral unattended portions, neither subject (P # 0.4) nor
cortical area (P # 0.6) yielded a significant effect. A similar
equivalence of cue-related response amplitudes in areas V1,
V2, and V3 was reported by Ress et al. (2000). However, other
studies showed larger-amplitude expectancy signals in extrastriate cortex compared with V1 in monkeys (Luck et al. 1997)
and humans (O’Connor et al. 2002).
The amount of variance in the fMRI time series that was
accounted for by our sustained attention model was computed
and compared with an alternative model in which the attention
signals were assumed to be transient and time-locked to the
auditory cue at the beginning of the delay period. Except for
the duration of attention signals, the two models were identical.
The model with sustained attention signals consistently fit the
observed fMRI time series better than the transient attention
FIG. 3. Attention-related activity was
retinotopically specific. Bars: estimated amplitudes of sustained delay-period activity.
Error bars: SEs of the mean across trials.
Response amplitudes were significantly
greater than zero in the portions of each
visual area corresponding to the attended
visual field for 3 of the 4 subjects. Response
amplitudes corresponding to peripheral unattended visual field were negative for all
four subjects. ns, not significant; *P + 0.05;
**P + 10)4.
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model (22 of 24 ROIs; Table 2). Averaging across both
attended and unattended portions of visual cortex and across all
three early visual cortical areas, the percentage of variance
accounted for was 77 versus 30% (sustained vs. transient) for
subject MAS, 65 versus 15% for DBR, 63 versus 37% for
RAS, and 33 versus 3% for JM. We did not determine the
statistical significance of the differences between the sustained
and transient models because conventional statistical tests
require independence of consecutive points in the actual and
modeled fMRI time series, an assumption that is not met by
these data. However, the sustained attention model clearly fit
the observed time courses substantially better than the transient
model (Table 2).
The durations of sustained neural activity in early visual
cortex were also estimated for each trial (see Supplemental
METHODS), and the correlations between actual delay-period
duration and estimated duration of sustained neural activity
were highly statistically significant (Supplemental Figs. 4 and
5; Table 3). This relationship was observed for all three visual
areas in both attended and unattended visual field representations.
Interestingly, the fourth subject in the current study (JM),
who did not exhibit significant increases in activity during the
delay period, had a pattern of behavioral performance that was
unlike that of the other three subjects. Subject JM had a strong
response bias and was much more likely to respond “target
absent” than “target present” (Table 1). This subject responded
“target absent” for 97% of the trials when no target was shown
and for 43% of the trials when a target was actually present. In
addition, subject JM’s detection thresholds were roughly 35%
higher than that of the other subjects (Table 1). This combination of conservative response bias and high threshold raises
the possibility that subject JM was using an alternative strategy
that did not rely on endogenous, voluntary attention. If visual
stimuli are sufficiently salient, they will be detected even if
attention is not allocated to the stimulus location at the time of
stimulus presentation, a phenomenon known as stimulusTABLE 2. Percentage variance accounted for in binned fMRI time
series by sustained and transient models of attention signals

Attended Part of Visual
Field
Subject
MAS
Sustained
Transient
DBR
Sustained
Transient
RAS
Sustained
Transient
JM
Sustained
Transient

V1

V2

V3

Unattended Part of
Visual Field
V1

V2

V3

76
16

92
10

86
15

74
49

76
48

59
41

74
29

83
19

85
20

69
6

60
0.5

21
19

61
51

57
39

74
38

72
50

45
18

67
25

0.1
1

0.3
4

5
0.6

69
6

68
4

55
0.3

In the sustained model, the attention signal was assumed to be a step
function that began at cue presentation and continued until the end of the
response period (as in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The transient model
assumed an attention signal that was associated with allocation of attention at
cue presentation but did not persist through the delay period. The sustained
attention model accounted for more variance than the transient attention model
for 22 of 24 subject/cortical area combinations.
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TABLE 3. Correlation coefficients relating estimated duration of
sustained neural activity and actual delay-period duration

Attended Part of Visual
Field
Subject
MAS
DBR
RAS
JM

Unattended Part of Visual
Field

V1

V2

V3

V1

V2

V3

Number
of
Trials

0.44***
0.27**
0.52***
0.15*

0.55***
0.48***
0.49***
0.23**

0.65***
0.32**
0.43***
0.21*

0.67***
0.31**
0.59***
0.30**

0.57***
0.36***
0.39***
0.32***

0.44***
0.38***
0.48***
0.35***

145
164
218
213

Delay-period duration was defined as the interval between the beginning of
each trial and the end of the behavioral response period. Asterisks indicate a
significant positive correlation and evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis of
no sustained activity during the delay period: *P + 0.05; **P + 0.001; ***P
+ 1 " 10)5.

driven or exogenous attention (reviewed in Yantis 2000). By
relying on such exogenous attention mechanisms, subject JM
could have correctly detected targets (albeit at a higher contrast
than the other subjects) without using sustained, endogenous
attention. This interpretation is also consistent with JM’s conservative response bias, because the false alarm rate would be
expected to be extremely low if target detection occurred via
exogenous attention mechanisms.
However, this account cannot explain why subject JM exhibited sustained decreases in activity in peripheral early visual
cortex. It has been hypothesized that there are two component
processes in sustained spatial attention—signal enhancement
and noise (distractor) suppression—and that they can be dissociated using psychophysical methods (Carrasco et al. 2000;
Dosher and Lu 2000; Lu and Dosher 1998; Pestilli and
Carrasco 2005; Solomon 2004). One admittedly speculative
possibility is that subject JM engaged processes only of noise
suppression and not signal enhancement, resulting in sustained
decreases in ignored portions of visual cortex but no change in
the portions of visual cortex corresponding to the target annulus. Our behavioral data do not permit a dissociation of these
possible component processes. Without a more complete description of JM’s behavioral performance in other attention
tasks, it is difficult to reconcile this subject’s behavioral and
fMRI results with those of the other subjects.
DISCUSSION

We found that early visual cortical areas exhibit increased
and sustained fMRI responses during periods of sustained
visual spatial attention. These responses corresponded to the
allocation of spatial attention required to perform the visual
detection task, both spatially and temporally. In the spatial
domain, fMRI responses increased for attended and decreased
for unattended visual field representations. In the temporal
domain, the time courses of activity were well described by a
step-function model that assumed that neural activity in early
visual cortex paralleled the time course of the attentional
demands of the task.
Previous studies of top-down attention signals in early
visual cortex
A number of studies used fMRI to examine the responses to
a cue that directs spatial attention to a particular visual field
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location (Corbetta et al. 2000, 2002, 2005; Hopfinger et al.
2000; Kastner et al. 1999; Müller and Kleinschmidt 2003,
2004; Müller et al. 2003; Ress et al. 2000; Serences et al.
2004). These studies used either a fixed interval between cue
and target presentation or a limited range of cue–target intervals. The use of a small range of cue–target intervals introduces two difficulties in estimating the time course of attention
signals. First, the hemodynamic response is sluggish and
highly variable across subjects (Aguirre et al. 1998). This
makes it difficult to accurately estimate the time course of
neural activity of an interval of fixed duration unless the
hemodynamic response function is measured for each individual subject. Second, if subjects were aware that there were a
small number of cue–target intervals, they may have been able
to perform the task without maintaining attention continuously
throughout the delay period.
Our current results go beyond previous studies in showing
that retinotopically specific activity is maintained in early
visual cortex throughout a period of sustained visuospatial
attention. By fully randomizing the delay-period durations over
a wide range (2–16 s), we obtained a correlation between
delay-period duration and estimated duration of sustained neural activity for individual subjects. In addition, the cue that
resulted in the allocation of attention was an auditory stimulus,
and there was no visual stimulation during the delay period.
This allowed the isolation of attention signals during the delay
period without contribution from visually evoked responses
related to the cue or target. Finally, the task was designed to
require sustained attention throughout the delay period.
Yantis et al. (2002) compared fMRI responses associated
with shifting versus maintenance of visual spatial attention
during performance of a rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP) task. The superior parietal lobule exhibited bilateral
transient increases in cortical activity associated with shifts of
attention, whereas bilateral extrastriate cortex and left intraparietal sulcus displayed retinotopically specific persistent activity during periods of sustained attention. These results are
generally similar to our observations in extrastriate cortex.
However, we observed sustained delay-period activity in V1 as
well as in extrastriate cortex. These delay-period responses
were evident even in the complete absence of visual stimulation, unlike the activity reported by Yantis et al. (2002), which
arose from attentional modulation of visual responses to a
continuously changing stimulus. In addition, we performed
gray-matter cortical segmentation and retinotopic mapping to
define cortical areas in early visual cortex. This allowed us to
determine the time courses of the attention signals separately
for each of these areas and to subdivide early visual cortical
areas into attended and unattended visual field representations.
A large number of studies have examined the effects of
top-down attention on single-unit responses to visual stimuli in
monkeys. The electrophysiological measurement most similar
to the delay-period activity described in the present study is a
baseline shift in activity during the interval between cue and
target presentation. An increase in activity during this delay
period relative to the spontaneous firing rate was previously
described in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) (Bisley and
Goldberg 2003; Colby et al. 1996) and in extrastriate cortex
(Haenny et al. 1988; Luck et al. 1997; Reynolds et al. 1999).
Although attention has been shown to modulate the gain of
stimulus-evoked neural responses in V1 (McAdams and MaunJ Neurophysiol • VOL
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sell 1999; McAdams and Reid 2005; Mehta et al. 2000; Motter
1993), the increases in baseline firing rates reported in extrastriate cortex have not been found in cortical area V1 (Luck et
al. 1997; Mehta et al. 2000). By contrast, clear evidence of
cue-related activity, with little or no additional visual stimulation, has been obtained in humans with fMRI in portions of V1
corresponding to the attended visual field (Kastner et al. 1999;
Müller and Kleinschmidt 2003, 2004; Müller et al. 2003; Ress
et al. 2000; Serences et al. 2004). A discussion of some of the
possible explanations of discrepancies between the monkey
electrophysiology and human neuroimaging data regarding
attention signals in V1 can be found in Ress et al. (2000).
Spatial specificity of attention signals
In addition to sustained fMRI responses in attended portions
of early visual cortex, we also observed sustained decreases in
fMRI activity in unattended portions of these same cortical
areas. Similar reductions in cortical activity due to withdrawal
of attention have been observed for spatial attention using
event-related potentials (Luck et al. 1994) and fMRI (Müller
and Kleinschmidt 2004; Slotnick et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2000;
Somers et al. 1999; Tootell et al. 1998). This decrease in
activity is unlikely to be attributable to central portions of early
visual cortex “stealing” blood from the neighboring peripheral
regions because similar decreases have been observed in the
hemisphere contralateral to the hemisphere exhibiting the increase in attention-related activity (Müller and Kleinschmidt
2004; Tootell et al. 1998). In addition, decreases in fMRI
visual responses (so-called negative BOLD) have been associated with decreases in neural firing rates in primary visual
cortex (Shmuel et al. 2006).
The sustained decreases in activity parallel behavioral results demonstrating improved visual target detection at cued
locations but diminished performance at remote locations (e.g.,
Bashinski and Bacharach 1980; Posner et al. 1980). Thus the
sustained decreases in fMRI activity in the present study might
be causally related to changes in behavioral performance by
suppressing irrelevant neural signals corresponding to peripheral visual field locations. A different possibility is that spatial
attention may have been distributed over a large portion of the
visual field during the intertrial interval, whereas during the
delay period, attention was focused on the part of the visual
field corresponding to the target to be detected. Therefore, at
the beginning of each trial, attention would have been allocated
to the target location and removed from the peripheral regions
far from the target, giving rise to sustained increases and
decreases in cortical activity relative to the amount of activity
during the intertrial interval. It should be noted that subject
JM’s results are inconsistent with this model of redistribution
of spatial attention. This subject displayed sustained decreases
in peripheral visual cortex but no sustained increases in areas
corresponding to the location of the target annulus.
Analysis of attention signals in the foveal confluence, which
represents central visual field locations within the inner boundary of the attended annulus, generally did not show sustained
positive or negative responses. Presumably, these visual field
locations were sufficiently far from the attended portion of the
visual field that they did not display sustained positive signals,
but they were not sufficiently far from the attended region to
exhibit sustained decreases in activity during the delay period.
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Similarities between attention and imagery
A possible alternative interpretation of our results concerns
mental imagery. Subjects in our experiment maintained attention
during a delay period while anticipating a threshold-contrast
target. Because subjects practiced the visual detection task extensively before the collection of any fMRI data, each subject
developed a perceptual template that represented the appearance,
size, and location of the target. One possible task strategy for
target detection would have been to continuously compare the
visual input during the delay period to this template. This process
of recalling a visual memory in the absence of visual stimulation
is a form of visual mental imagery.
Some component of the delay-period activity observed in the
present study may have been due to visual imagery of the
target, at least for the three subjects that exhibited sustained
increases in fMRI responses during the delay period. Visual
imagery has been shown to increase activity in early visual
cortex, including V1 (reviewed in Kosslyn and Thompson
2003). Like the delay-period activity described in the present
study, activity in early visual cortex evoked by visual imagery
was previously reported to be retinotopically specific: imagery
of small objects increased activity in central visual field representations, whereas imagery of large objects increased activity in more peripheral representations (Kosslyn et al. 1995).
Additionally, direct comparisons of retinotopic maps of early
visual cortex obtained using visual stimulation, visual imagery,
and spatial attention were reported to be in close correspondence (Klein et al. 2004; Slotnick et al. 2005). Others, however, failed to find activity in early visual areas during mental
imagery (D’Esposito et al. 1997; Ishai et al. 2000; Mellet et al.
1998; Roland and Gulyás 1994). Finally, we observed large
individual differences in sustained attention signal amplitudes
(Fig. 3), and substantial individual differences in behavior and
patterns of brain activity across multiple visual imagery tasks
were reported (Ganis et al. 2005). Further experiments will
thus need to be performed to determine the possible contribution of mental imagery to our experimental results.
Conclusions
What is the function of sustained delay-period activity in
early visual cortex, and what is its impact on performance?
Signal detection theory offers a framework for understanding
how increases in the relevant neuronal signals can lead to
improved performance (e.g., Palmer et al. 2000). Accuracy is
improved by boosting (via sustained increases in activity) the
relevant neuronal signals (e.g., from neurons with receptive
fields that overlap the stimulus aperture) relative to other
signals (e.g., from neurons with receptive fields outside the
stimulus aperture), which contribute only noise to the detection
process. Likewise, accuracy is improved by suppressing (by
sustained decreases in activity) irrelevant neuronal signals.
Selecting the responses of relevant sensory neurons and/or
suppressing the responses of irrelevant sensory neurons therefore facilitates the decision process.
Changes in activity due to attention could reflect either of two
mechanisms that we will term the neuronal hypothesis and the
hemodynamic hypothesis. According to the neuronal hypothesis,
the observed fMRI responses would correspond to alterations in
spike rates and/or subthreshold synaptic activity. Increases in
J Neurophysiol • VOL

baseline firing rates have been reported to occur following allocation of spatial attention in extrastriate cortex, but not in V1
(Haenny et al. 1988; Luck et al. 1997; Mehta et al. 2000; Reynolds
et al. 1999). However, attention has been reported to increase the
gain of sensory-evoked responses in V1 (McAdams and Maunsell
1999; McAdams and Reid 2005; Mehta et al. 2000; Motter 1993),
suggesting that subthreshold membrane depolarization can occur
even in the absence of increases in baseline firing rates. The
neuronal hypothesis addresses a puzzling question about attention:
Why not deploy attention everywhere all the time? According to
this hypothesis, attention improves target detection by boosting
the relevant neural signals corresponding to attended locations and
possibly by suppressing neural activity corresponding to unattended regions.
The hemodynamic hypothesis posits that during a state of
sustained attention, the brain responds by increasing the flow
of oxygenated blood selectively to regions where it may be
needed in anticipation of future metabolic demand. Hemodynamic responses could increase during delay periods with little
concurrent change in spiking or subthreshold synaptic activity.
For example, the hemodynamic responses could be mediated
by a small subpopulation of neurons. The resulting fMRI
responses would then be only indirectly related to the behavioral performance improvements associated with attention.
Even so, it is worth considering the possibility that attentional
processing (which anticipates future metabolic demand) may
be more accurately assessed with fMRI (which reflects changes
in metabolic supply) than with electrophysiological measurements.
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